
ETERNITY HAIR & BEAUTY
Regrowth Tint Application

Step 1:

Apply Vaseline or moisturiser cream around face near hair line 

to protect skin from staining. GLOVES ON! Now mix your 

colour up using bowl and tint brush. 

MIXING RATIO

1:1.5 Ratio

RPR colour creme - 50ml + 75ml peroxide 

( 50ml is half the colour tube and tubes have the measurments 

on the back of the tube)

MIX WELL! Like a cake mix.

Step 2:

Divide your Hair into 4 sections. Clip each section.

Tip: Start Colouring your Hair from the bottom section. If you 

start around your face, that Colour will be left on the Hair too 

long on finer Hair, so the Colour will go much darker.

If only doing tzone, section your hair from its natural part 

only using your part as the start. 
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Step 3:

To apply the Colour create horizontal rows in the lower 

sections and vertical rows in the top sections. 

Starting with one of the lower sections for full colour 

application, create horizontal rows around a half a centimetre 

thick and apply your Colour to your regrowth. 

Starting with your natural parting, create vertical rows around 

a half a centimetre thick and apply your Colour to your 

regrowth. You don’t not need to go all the way down your 

hair for this, usually go about 4cm on each side of part. 
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Only paint the new Hair and avoid your Coloured ends.

Work through your sections until all your roots are Coloured.

once you feel as though you have covered your regrowth, use 

your tint brush and following your hair line on your face and 

apply colour mix to hair line painting the hair away from the 

face. This is for both tzone and full application. Then follow 

all the way around your hair line, behind ears and back of 

neck. If any colour mix is left go over those really stubborn 

grey spots and apply more, or apply more to the hairline and 

parting.
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Step 4:

Allow your Colour to process and develop. For 45 minutes. 

While it is processing you can use a wipe and clean any 

colour off the skin be careful not to wipe it from the hair.

Step 5:

Washing is just like washing your hair normally. Its only a 

little different. If your jumping in the shower to rinse, let your 

head get wet for a minute then move your head away from 

water keeping your eyes closer and head up, emulsify your 

ends to the roots using the colour on your scalp and water. Let 

sit for a minute then thoroughly rinse it out follow by 2 

shampoos and condition as normal. If you are rinsing over 

sink,  same thing will apply. Allow hair to get wet a little and 

emulsify colour from roots to the ends. Follow by 2 shampoos 

and condition as normal. 
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